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HOLOMORPHIC ONE-FORMS ON VARIETIES OF GENERAL TYPE
CHRISTOPHER D. HACON AND SÁNDOR J. KOVÁCS
ABSTRACT. It has been conjectured that varieties of general type do not admit nowhere van-
ishing holomorphic one-forms. We confirm this conjecture for smooth minimal varieties and
for varieties whose Albanese variety is simple.
1. INTRODUCTION
The impact of zeros of vector fields on the geometry of the underlying variety has been stud-
ied extensively, cf. [Bot67], [BB70], [BB72], [CL73], [CHK73], [CL77], [ACLS83], [AC83],
[ACL86]. For instance, it is known that the existence of a nowhere zero vector field on a
compact complex manifold implies that all of its characteristic numbers vanish.
Carrell asked whether something similar is implied by the existence of a nowhere vanishing
holomorphic one form. He proved that this is the case for surfaces, namely if S is a compact
complex surface admitting a nowhere vanishing holomorphic one form, then c1(S)2 and c2(S)
are zero [Car74]. On the other hand, he also gave an example of a threefold X , a P1-bundle
over an abelian surface, for which c1(X)3 6= 0. This suggests that one needs to treat varieties
with negative Kodaira dimension differently.
At the same time, Carrell’s proof in the surface case starts by proving that a surface admitting
a nowhere vanishing holomorphic one form is necessarily minimal, i.e., contains no (−1)-
curves. Hence one might suggest the following.
Wild Guess 1.1. If X admits a nowhere vanishing holomorphic one form, then X is minimal.
Unfortunately, we cannot expect this to hold in higher dimension: Let X = A× Y where A
is an abelian variety and Y is arbitrary, or more generally let X admit a smooth morphism onto
an abelian variety A with general fibre Y . Then X admits nowhere vanishing holomorphic one
forms, namely the ones pulled back from A, but if Y is not minimal, then neither is X . The
reason that this didn’t happen for surfaces is that every smooth curve is minimal.
So one may try the other part of the problem and ask whether the existence of a nowhere
vanishing holomorphic one form on a minimal variety X implies that c1(X)dimX = 0. For a
minimal variety X , KX is nef, therefore c1(X)dimX 6= 0 is equivalent to KdimXX > 0 which is
equivalent to X being of general type.
We are also led to varieties of general type via a different path. IfX admits a nowhere vanish-
ing holomorphic one-form, then [GL87, Theorem 3.1] implies that for generic P ∈ Pic0(X),
one has H i(X,ΩjX⊗P) = 0 for all i, j. In particular, χ(X,ωX) = 0. On the other hand, when
X is of maximal Albanese dimension (i.e., dimX = dimalbX(X))) and Alb(X) is simple,
then X is a variety of general type if and only if χ(X,ωX) > 0.
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All of these considerations naturally lead to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2. Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type. Then X does not admit
a nowhere vanishing holomorphic one form.
Finally observe, that once we restrict to varieties of general type, (1.1) does not seem so wild
anymore and one has a much more reasonable guess.
Conjecture 1.3 (Carrell). Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type. If X admits
a nowhere vanishing holomorphic one form, then X is minimal.
REMARK 1.4. As mentioned above, this is known for surfaces and using the classification of
extremal contractions one can easily see that it also holds for threefolds. This was explicitly
checked in [LZ03, Lemma 2.1].
Conjecture 1.2 has been confirmed for canonically polarized varieties (i.e., whose canonical
divisor is ample) in [Zha97] and for threefolds in [LZ03].
An immediate consequence of this conjecture is that a variety of general type does not admit
any smooth morphisms onto an abelian variety. For other applications the reader is referred to
[Zha97].
In this article we first prove Conjecture 1.2 for smooth minimal varieties.
Theorem 1.5 =Theorem 2.5. Let X be a smooth projective minimal variety of general type.
Then X does not admit a nowhere vanishing holomorphic one form.
This completely confirms Conjecture 1.2 assuming Conjecture 1.3. Using (1.4) this also
gives a new proof of the threefold case [LZ03, Theorem 1].
Using different methods than the ones used to prove (1.5), we also confirm Conjecture 1.2
for varieties whose Albanese variety is simple.
Theorem 1.6 =Theorem 3.1. LetX be a smooth variety of general type. If its Albanese variety
is simple, then X does not admit a nowhere vanishing holomorphic one form.
1.7 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. Let X be a proper variety. A line bundle L on X is called
nef if deg (L |C ) ≥ 0 for every proper curve C ⊆ X . L is called big if the global sections of
L m define a generically finite map for some m > 0. X is of general type if ωX is big.
For θ ∈ H0(X,ΩX), Z(θ) denotes the zero locus of θ.
Let F be a torsion-free sheaf on X and ι : U →֒ X the locus where F is locally free. Then
Sˆm(F ) denotes the reflexive hull of themth symmetric power of F , i.e., Sˆm(F ) = ι∗Sm(F |U ).
2. SMOOTH MINIMAL MODELS
The main goal of this section is to prove the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let Y be a projective variety with only rational singularities of dimension n,
and let φ : X → Y be a resolution of singularities of Y . Let φ#ΩY = im[φ∗ΩY → ΩX ].
Assume that there exists a θ ∈ H0(X, φ#ΩY ) such that the zero locus of θ is empty. Then for
any ample line bundle L on Y , Hn(Y,L ) = 0.
Before we can prove this theorem we need some preparation.
Let X be a smooth variety of dimension n. Let Φ be the functor of regular functions and Ψ
the functor of Kähler differentials, i.e., ΦX = OX and ΨX = ΩX . Then any θ ∈ H0(X,ΩX)
induces a morphism θX : ΦX → ΨX . In fact it induces a morphism θXi : ΦXi → ΨXi via pull
back for every Xi that admits a morphism, φi : Xi → X , to X . In other words θ induces a
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natural transformation from Φ to Ψ in the category of X-schemes. Then by [Kov04, 2.6, 2.9]
there exists a functorially defined QrθX ∈ Ob(D(X)) for all r ≥ −1 such that for every p ∈ N
there exists a distinguished triangle,
(⋆) Qp−1θX −→ Ω
p
X −→ Q
p
θX
+1
−→ .
Furthermore, QrθX ≃ 0 if r > n− 1 and Q
n−1
θX
≃ ωX .
Suppose Z(θ) is empty. Then by [Ful84, Appendix B.3.4] the Koszul complex,
0→ OX
∧θ
−→ Ω1X
∧θ
−→ Ω2X
∧θ
−→ · · ·
∧θ
−→ Ωn−1X
∧θ
−→ ΩnX → 0,
induced by taking the wedge product with θ is exact. Let E −1 = 0, and
E
i = ker(∧θ) : ΩiX → Ω
i+1
X
for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. Then QrθX ≃ E
r+1 for r = 1, . . . , n− 2. In particular Q0θX ≃ OX .
Next, results regarding the generalized De Rham complexes are summarized in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.2. ([DB81], [GNPP88, III.1.12, V.3.3, V.3.6, V.5.1)] For every complex scheme Y
of dimension n there exists an Ω·Y ∈ Ob(Dfilt(Y )) with the following properties.
(2.2.1) Let φ· : X· → Y be any hyperresolution of Y . Then Ω·Y ≃ Rφ·∗Ω·X· .(2.2.2) The definition is functorial, i.e., if φ : X → Y is a morphism of complex schemes, then
there exists a natural map φ∗ of filtered complexes
φ∗ : Ω·Y → Rφ∗Ω
·
X .
Furthermore, Ω·Y ∈ Ob(Dbfilt,coh(Y )) and if φ is proper, then φ∗ is a morphism in
Dbfilt,coh(Y ).
(2.2.3) Let Ω·Y be the usual De Rham complex of Kähler differentials considered with the
“filtration bête”. Then there exists a natural map of filtered complexes
Ω·Y → Ω
·
Y
and if Y is smooth, it is a quasi-isomorphism.
(2.2.4) Let ΩpY = GrpF Ω·Y [p]. Then ΩpY ≃ Rφ·∗ΩpX· for any hyperresolution φ· : X· → Y .(2.2.5) If Y is projective and L is an ample line bundle on Y , then
Hq(Y,ΩpY ⊗L ) = 0 for p+ q > n.
To extend the definition of QpθX to singular varieties we need the following.
Lemma 2.3. Let φ· : X· → Y be a hyperresolution of Y . Let φ#ΩY be defined as in (2.1).
Let θ ∈ H0(X0, φ
#
ΩY ) and θXi : OXi → ΩXi the morphism induced by the section θ. Then
Rφ·∗Q
r
θX·
is independent of the hyperresolution chosen.
Proof. Let α be a morphism of hyperresolutions.
X ′·
α
−−−→ X ′′·
ε′
·
y
yε′′·
X −−−→
idX
X
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Then by [Kov04, 4.1] there exists a commutative diagram:
Rε′·Q
p−1
θ
X′
·
−−−→ Rε′·Ω
p
X′·
−−−→ Rε′·Q
p
θ
X′
·
+1
−−−→
y
y
y
Rε′′·Q
p−1
θ
X
′′
·
−−−→ Rε′′· Ω
p
X′′·
−−−→ Rε′′·Q
p
θ
X
′′
·
+1
−−−→
Now Rε′·Ω
p
X′·
≃ ΩpY ≃ Rε
′′
· Ω
p
X′′·
by (2.2.4), and the statement follows from [DB81, 2.1.4] and
(⋆) by descending induction on p. 
Definition 2.4. Let Y be a variety of dimension n. Let φ· : X· → Y be a hyperresolution of
Y and let θ ∈ H0(X0, φ
#
ΩY ). We define QrθY = Rφ·∗Q
r
θX·
for r ≥ −1. By the lemma, this
is independent of the hyperresolution chosen, in particular if Y is smooth, it agrees with the
previous definition of QrθY .
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By (⋆) there exists a distinguished triangle,
Q
p−1
θY
−→ ΩpY −→ Q
p
θY
+1
−→ .(⋆⋆)
for every p ∈ N, so by (2.2.5),
H
n−p(Y,QpθY ⊗L )→ H
n−(p−1)
(Y,Qp−1θY ⊗L )
is surjective for all p, and then
H0(Y,QnθY ⊗L )→ · · · → H
n(Y,Q0θY ⊗L )
is also surjective. Now H0(Y,QnθY ⊗L ) = 0 since QnθY = 0, so we obtain that
Hn(Y,Q0θY ⊗L ) = 0.
On the other hand, the previous observation in the case Z(θ) = ∅, (2.2.2), (2.2.3), (⋆⋆) and
[Kov04, 4.1] implies that the following diagram is commutative:
OY −−−→ Ω
0
Y −−−→ Q
0
θYyρ
y
y
Rφ∗OX
≃
−−−→ Rφ∗Ω
0
X
≃
−−−→ Rφ∗Q
0
θX
.
Now ρ has a left inverse, and hence in turn the morphism OY → Q0θY has a left inverse. Finally
that implies that Hn(Y,L )→ Hn(Y,Q0θY ⊗L ) = 0 is injective. 
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a smooth projective variety such that ωX is nef and big, and let
θ ∈ H0(X,ΩX). Then Z(θ) 6= ∅.
Proof. Consider the Albanese morphism, h : X → A and let
g : Y = ProjA
∑
h∗ω
m
X → A
and φ : X → Y the induced natural morphism. Note that by construction h factors as g ◦ φ.
Y has rational singularities by [Elk81] (cf. [Kov00]), and ωY is a line bundle by the Basepoint-
free theorem [KM98, Theorem 3.3] (cf. [Rei83]). In particular, Y is Gorenstein.
Next let η ∈ H0(A,ΩA) such that θ = h∗η. It follows that θ ∈ H0(X, φ
#
ΩY ), and hence by
Theorem 2.1, if ωY is ample, then Z(θ) 6= ∅. Therefore it is enough to prove that ωY is ample.
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Consider the canonical model of X:
Z = Proj
∑
m ≥ 0
H0(X,ωmX ).
We want to prove that Y ≃ Z.
By construction there is a natural morphism ψ : X → Z that factors through φ. Let
η : Y → Z be the induced morphism such that ψ = η ◦ φ.
For all a ∈ A, ωYa is ample. On the other hand, for any curve C contained in a fibre of
η, ωY = η
∗ωZ is trivial on C. Hence Ya intersects every fiber of η in a zero dimensional
subscheme.
Let E be a component of the exceptional locus of η. By [Kaw91, Theorem 2], E is covered
by rational curves that are contracted by η. By the above observation these rational curves
cannot be contained in any of the Ya. Since A does not contain any rational curves we conclude
that E must be empty.
Thus Y ≃ Z, in particular ωY is ample. 
3. VARIETIES WHOSE ALBANESE VARIETY IS SIMPLE
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a smooth variety of general type and albX : X → A : = Alb(X)
its Albanese morphism. If A is simple, then any holomorphic one-form θ ∈ H0(X,Ω1X) has a
non-empty zero set.
We are going to study the Albanese morphism of X and employ different strategies depend-
ing on whether it is surjective or not.
CASE I: albX IS NOT SURJECTIVE.
Proposition 3.2. Let Z ( A be a proper closed subvariety of the abelian variety A. If A is
simple, then for every holomorphic one-form θ ∈ H0(A,Ω1A), θ|Z has a non-empty zero set.
Proof. Let W ⊂ H0(A,Ω1A) be the set of those holomorphic one-forms θ ∈ H0(A,Ω1A) such
that θ|Z vanishes at some point z ∈ Z. It is easy to see that W is closed and so it suffices to
show that W is dense in H0(A,Ω1A).
Let r = dimZ and Z0 the set of smooth points of Z. For any z ∈ Z0, one has that the
tangent space Tz(Z)⊥ ∼= Cg−r ⊂ Tz(A)∨ ∼= H0(A,Ω1A) ∼= Cg. Let Z ⊂ Pg−1 be the closure
of the image Z0 of the corresponding projective bundle P := P(T (Z0)⊥) under this map. One
sees that if Z = Pg−1, then W is dense in H0(A,Ω1A).
Suppose that Z 6= Pg−1, i.e., dimZ < g − 1. Let p ∈ Z be a general point, then
dimZ < g − 1 implies that the corresponding fiber Pp is positive dimensional. Consider
now the projection π : P → Z0 and the subvariety Zp given by the closure of π(Pp)∩Z0 ⊂ A,
one has
dimZp = g − 1− dimZ > 0.
For general x ∈ Zp, one has for Lp the line corresponding to p that Lp ⊂ Tx(Z)⊥ and so
Tx(Zp) ⊂ Tx(Z) ⊂ Hp := L
⊥
p . It follows that Zp generates a proper abelian subvariety
Ap ( A. This is a contradiction, so W = H0(A,Ω1A). 
Corollary 3.3. Let X be a projective variety and α : X → A a morphism to a simple abelian
variety. If Z := α(X) 6= A, then every holomorphic one-form
θ ∈ α∗H0(A,Ω1A) ⊂ H
0(X,Ω1X)
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has a non-empty zero set.
CASE II: albX IS SURJECTIVE.
NOTATION 3.4. Let X be a projective variety and α : X → A a surjective morphism to an
abelian variety. Let ∆ ⊂ A be the locus where α is not smooth.
Proposition 3.5. Under the assumptions of (3.4) assume that∆ contains an irreducible divisor
D of general type. Then every holomorphic one-form θ ∈ α∗H0(A,Ω1A) ⊂ H0(X,Ω1X) has a
non-empty zero set.
Proof. Consider W ⊂ H0(A,Ω1A) the set of those holomorphic one-forms θ ∈ H0(A,Ω1A)
such that α∗θ ∈ H0(X,Ω1X) vanishes at some point x ∈ X . As above, W is closed and so it
suffices to show that it is dense.
Consider D0 ⊂ D a (non-empty) open set such that for all z ∈ D0 there is a point x ∈ Xz
with rank(dαx) = g − 1 (cf. [Har77, III.10.6]) and D is smooth at z. Let x1, ..., xg be local
coordinates of A at z such that D is defined by xg = 0 and θ = θz ∈ H0(A,Ω1A) such
that θ(z) = dxg. Then, θ spans the subspace Tz(D)⊥ ⊂ H0(A,Ω1A) and θ|D vanishes at z
and α∗θ vanishes at some point x ∈ X such that a(x) = z (in fact at any such point with
rank(dαx) = g − 1). Since D is of general type, by [GH79] (cf. [Mor87, (3.9)]), its Gauss
map is generically finite and so one sees that the set {θz|z ∈ D0} ⊂ W is dense in H0(A,Ω1A).
(Reasoning as in the previous proposition, we have that P ∼= Z0 and P → Pg−1 is generically
finite and so it is dominant.) 
Proposition 3.6. Under the assumptions of (3.4) assume that there exists a positive integer m
such that α∗(ωmX/A) is big. Then α is not smooth in codimension one, i.e., ∆ contains a divisor.
Proof. Since α∗(ωmX/A) is big, for any ample line bundle H on A there exists an integer a > 0
such that Sˆa(α∗(ω⊗mX/A))⊗H −1 is big. Let mk : Ak ≃ A → A be multiplication by an integer
k, so mk is an étale map such that m∗kH = (Hk)k with Hk an ample line bundle on Ak. Let
g = dimA, r = dimX − dimA, and k = 3r(g − 1)ma. Further let Hk be a divisor on Ak
such that OA(Hk) ≃ Hk and finally let
α′ : X ′ := X ×A Ak → Ak = A.
Then
m∗k(Sˆ
a(α∗(ω
m
X/A))⊗H
−1) = Sˆa(α′∗(ω
m
X′/A))⊗(Hk
3r(g−1))−ma
is big (cf. [Mor87, (5.1.1) (d)]) and hence α′∗(ωmX′/A)⊗(Hk3r(g−1))−m is also big. Since Hk is
ample, 3Hk is very ample. Let C be a curve obtained by intersecting g− 1 general elements in
|3Hk| and A := H 3r(g−1)k |C . Then
deg ωC = (g − 1)(3Hk)
g and degA = 3r(g − 1)Hk · (3Hk)(g−1) = r deg ωC .
Let Y = (α′)−1(C) and h = α′|Y : Y → C. If α is smooth in codimension one, then α′ is
smooth in codimension one and so h is smooth. Since(
α′∗(ω
m
X′/A)⊗(Hk
3r(g−1))−m
)∣∣∣ C = h∗(ωmY/C)⊗A −m,
it follows that h∗(ωmY/C)⊗A −m is also big and hence ample. By [VZ01, Proposition 4.1] (with
δ = 0, s = 0), one has
degA < dim(Y/C) degωC = r deg ωC .
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This is impossible and hence α is not smooth in codimension one. 
Proof. (of Theorem 3.1) Since A is simple, by [Uen75, 10.9] (cf. [Mor87, Theorem 3.7]) any
proper subvariety of A is of general type. By (3.3) we may assume that albX : X → A is
surjective. Then by (3.5), we may assume that albX is smooth in codimension one (again using
[Uen75, 10.9] to see that every divisor is of general type).
Now let X → Z → A be the Stein factorization of albX . Then Z → A is smooth and
hence étale in codimension one, so Z is birational to an abelian variety. It follows that Z is
birational to A and albX : X → A is an algebraic fiber space. Since X is of general type,
(albX)∗(ω
m
X/A) = (albX)∗(ω
m
X) is big for some m > 0, but by (3.6) this is impossible. 
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